Goalkeeper Cards

**Kelsey Bing**
U.S. Women's National Team

The opposition must hit the corners if they are going to get past your goalkeeper

★ Hero Power ★
Place a trash can (or similar) in the middle of the goal

**Jonathan Klages**
U.S. Men's National Team

Your goalkeeper is unbeatable when they shoot low

★ Hero Power ★
Lay a barrier down in front of the goal so your opponent has to lift the ball to score

**Kealsie Robles**
U.S. Women's National Team

Your goalkeeper sees it like a beach ball when they shoot from the top of the circle

★ Hero Power ★
Make your defensive scoring zone smaller than the one you are attacking

**Daan Wisselink**
U.S. Men's National Team

Your goalkeeper is all over the opposition when they have the ball in the scoring zone

★ Hero Power ★
Make the goal you are defending smaller than the one you are attacking
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